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The generalization of Ben&n’s Grassmann algebra integral to a Clifford 
algebra is shown to be translation-invariant in a certain sense. This enables the 
construction of analogs of twisted convolutions of Grassmann algebra elements 
and of the Fourier-Weyl transformation, which is an isomorphism from a 
Clifford algebra to the Grassmann algebra over the dual space, equipped with a 
twisted convolution product. As an application a noncommutative central limit 
theorem for states of a Clifford algebra is proved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Clifford algebra over a real inner product space V, equipped with its 
unique tracial state, provides a prime example of a noncommutative gauge 
space [l 1, 131, and an extensive noncommutative integration theory based on 
the trace has been developed [5, 161. N ow the Clifford algebra can be generated 
by means of a multiplier representation of a discrete Abelian group [9, 141 and 
from this point of view the trace plays the role of a dual Haar measure in a 
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Fourier transformation theory in which functions on the group transform to 
elements of the algebra and vice versa [9, 1 I]. Unfortunately the group is related 
to the Clifford algebra in a noncanonical basis-dependent manner and it is, 
therefore, not easy to use this theory to discuss certain physically motivated 
questions concerning the Clifford algebra, in particular the central limit theorem 
problem [S, 10, 151. 
The purpose of the present work is to construct a canonical basis free Fourier 
transform theory on Clifford algebras, again analogous to the Fourier-Weyl 
transformation and its generalizations [9, 121, but not group-theoretic in charac- 
ter. In this theory the transform of an element of the Clifford algebra belongs to 
the Grassmann algebra over the dual space. The theory rests heavily on the 
existence, for finite-dimensional Clifford algebras, of a distinguished linear 
functional or integral which is translation invariant in a certain very specific 
sense. In the case of a Grassmann algebra this is the integral of Berezin [l], and 
Gross [5,6] has pointed out that this integral enjoys a certain translation- 
invariance property in which the translations are through real numbers. In our 
case the translations, in both the Clifford and Grassmann cases, are in effect 
through generators of an anticommuting Grassmann algebra. 
The basic technique used to set up the theory is the systematic exploitation 
of the canonical isomorphism from the Clifford algebra over a direct sum onto 
the anticommuting tensor product of the Clifford algebras over the summands. 
This enables the case of a Clifford algebra over a finite, even-dimensional space 
to be reduced to that of the essentially trivial two-dimensional case. 
The idea that an element of a Clifford algebra, identified as the algebra of 
the quantum-mechanical canonical anticommutation relations, can be expressed 
as a Fourier-Weyl-type integral over a Grassmann algebra originates with 
Bloore and Lovely [2]. We have benefitted from conversations with P. D. F. Ion 
and W. von Waldenfels. 
In Section 2, after establishing notations and reviewing the theory of anti- 
commuting tensor products, we demonstrate the existence for any finite- 
dimensional Clifford algebra of a unique translation-invariant integral, and show 
that it behaves essentially as a product integral under the canonical isomorphism. 
The integral is used in Section 3 to construct convolutions and twisted convolu- 
tions of elements of the Grassmann algebra over an even-dimensional space. 
It is shown that a certain twisted convolution algebra over a direct sum is 
isomorphic, under the canonical isomorphism map of the corresponding 
Grassmann algebras, to the anticommuting tensor product of twisted convolution 
algebras over the summands. In Section 4 we introduce the Fourier trans- 
formation, from the Clifford algebra of an even symmetric bilinear form (that is, 
the form which results from regarding the real part of a Hermitean-symmetric 
sesquilinear form over a complex vector space as a bilinear form over the 
underlying real vector space) to the Grassmann algebra over the dual space, 
together with the inverse Fourier transformation. Our main theorem shows 
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that these transformations are indeed mutually inverse and establish an iso- 
morphism between the Clifford algebra and a twisted convolution algebra. In 
Section 5 as an application we give a simple noncombinatorial proof of the 
central limit theorem for states on a Clifford algebra [8, 10, 151. 
2. TRANSLATION-INVARIANT INTEGRALS ON CLIFFORD ALGEBRAS 
Let S be a symmetric bilinear form on V x V, where V is a real vector space. 
The C&ford algebra for S, which we denote by &s or ds( V), is the complex 
associative algebra with identity I, generated by elements xs , x E V, satisfying 
(ax + by), = axs + by, , 
XSYS -t YSXS = 2S(X? YYS 
for arbitrary X, y  E V, a, b E R. When S = 0 we obtain the Grassmann algebra 
over V, which we denote by JX? or d(V), and whose generators will not be 
distinguished notationally from the corresponding elements of V. 
Each Clifford algebra is a Zs-graded algebra [3], being the internal direct sum 
of the even and odd subspaces ds+, &Se spanned by the monomials in the 
generators of even and odd degree respectively, which satisfy 
dss+,c4sT, dss-ds- _c ds+, -pl, i-ds-, s4,-5;4+- C se?-. - (2.1) 
Generally, if &i , &a ,..., &‘a are Z,-graded algebras, their Z,-graded or 
anticommuting tensor product algebra [3] is obtained by equipping the vector 
space tensor product &I @ &a @ ... @ &, with the bilinear multiplication 
defined by the rule that if A, , B, E .&i ,..., A, , B, E &‘, are all either even or 
odd, then 
(A,OA,O...OA,)(B,OB,O...OB,) 
= (-1)C6(Bj)6(Ak) A,B, @ A,B, @ ... @ A,B, , 
where 6 is 0 on even elements and 1 on odd and the sum is over pairs of integers 
(j, K) with 1 < j < k ,( n. &, @ &a @ .‘. @ &n is graded by the rule that, for 
A, , A, ,...> A, all either even or odd, 6(A, @A, @ ... @A,) = x:,“=, S(Aj) 
(mod 2). We shall make frequent use of the fact [3] that, if vl, Q ,..., qn are 
graded homomorphisms (that is, algebra homomorphisms mapping even 
elements to even and odd to odd) from the Z,-graded algebras &I , .da ,..., J& 
to Za-graded algebras a1 , Bz ,..., 9?n respectively, then Q @ Q @ ... @ vn is a 
graded homomorphism from &i @ &a @ ... @ dfl to a1 @ 64?.a @ ... @ @‘, . 
Also [3] there is a unique exchange isomorphism from d1 @ de to dz @ s41 such 
that, for A, c&i and A, E &a either even or odd, A, @A, is mapped to 
(- I)WWAZ @ A, . 
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Let S, , S, ,..., S, be symmetric bilinear forms over real vector spaces 
VI, v, ,..., v, , and denote by S, @ S, @ ... @ S, the symmetric bilinear 
form over VI @ Z’, @ ... @ I/, given by 
The canonical isomorphism csl,sa ..,., s, or e,l,s, ,..,, s,( V, , V, ,..., V,) maps 
onto J&~, @J&~, @ ... @ ,J@~, by mapping each generator 
&, %IS,O... S-, of As,~s,~. ,. OS,, onto 
Now let ,al,( V) be a Clifford algebra and let d(V) be the Grassmann algebra 
over the same space V. Since 
s 0 O((x, -4, (Y, Y)) = S(x, 39, 
there is an isomorphism f  from ds( V) into ds & V @ V) mapping each gener- 
ator xs to (x, x),oO . Composing f  with the canonical isomorphism es,s( V, V) 
from dso,,( V @ V) to ds( V) @ J&‘(V) we obtain an isomorphism 7s from 
ds( V) into J&(V) @I d(V), which is such that the image of a generator xs is 
T&s) =xsO~+rsOx, (2.3) 
where I is the identity element of the Grassmann algebra. We call 7s the transla- 
tion map for ds( V). 
, 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let S, , S, be symmetric bilinear forms over real vector 
spaces V, , V, . Then 
(e s,,s,(~/, , V2) 0 eo,dVl , VJ) 0 TS,BS, 
= (1 0 0 0 1) 0 (TV, 0 7sJ 0 esl,s,(vI 1 VA (2.4) 
where 0 is the exchange isomorphism from &( VI) @ dsz( V,) to ds2( V,) @ &( V,) 
and 1 denotes the identity isomorphism on an appropriate algebra. 
Proof. Since both sides of (2.4) are isomorphisms from &Ales into dss, @ 
ds, @ &‘( V,) @ A+‘( V,) it suffices to check that they agree on the ienerators of 
&if S,@S, * 
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Using (2.2) and (2.3), 
while on the other hand using the definition of 0 and the fact that identity 
elements are even, 
A linear functional w on a &-graded algebra ~2 = s’+ + JX- is said to be 
even if it vanishes on &- and odd if it vanishes on &+. It is convenient to define 
the tensor product w1 @ w2 @ ... @ w, of linear functionals wr , w2 ,..., w, by 
linear extension of the rule that, if wr , we ,..., W, , A, , A, ,,.., A, are all either 
odd or even, then 
w1 @ w2 @ -.. @I w,(Al @ A, @ *.* @ A,) = (-l)CS(A+(wk) fi wj(Aj), 
j=l 
where as before the sum is over pairs of integers (j, R) with 1 <cj < k < TZ. 
If  w is a linear functional on the graded algebra & and 17 is a graded homo- 
morphism from g to g, then w @ 7 is the linear map from & @ B’ to $7 such 
that for arbitrary A E &‘, B E .98 
w 0 r)(A 0 B) = 44 rl(B); 
this is the natural definition since q is even. 
Let dS be a Clifford algebra. A nonzero linear functional w on dS will be 
called a translation-invariant integral if, for arbitrary A E ds , 
(w 0 1) ~.s@) = 444 (2.5) 
where 1 is the identity map in A and 7S is the translation map in dS . 
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THEOREM 2.2. There exists a translation-invariant integral on the Cla#oord 
algebra &s(V) if and only if the underlying vector space V is finite dimensional. 
If this is the case, then the translation-invariant integral is unique to within multi- 
plication by a scalar, and is even or odd according to whether the dimension of V 
is even or odd. 
Proof. L& is spanned by the set of all elements of the form A,(L) = flUEL us , 
where L is a finite ordered set of linearly independent elements of V. We have 
where the sum is over all subsets M of L, M and its complement MC inherit 
the order of L, A(M) denotes the element of the Grassmann algebra nuEM U, 
and E is J 1. If  w is a translation-invariant integral on L&. then, from (2.5), 
Since the elements A(Mc) are linearly independent in A, it follows that 
w(A,( M)) = 0 for all M CL except possibly L itself. From this it is clear that 
w(A,(L)) can fail to vanish only if L is a maximal linearly independent set, and 
hence that the existence of w forces V to be finite dimensional. 
I f  V is finite dimensional and L is a basis of V, then the elements As(M), 
MC L, form a basis of L@& which we call the associated basis of the basis L. 
Clearly any translation-invariant integral must be a scalar multiple of the 
coefficient functional of A,(L) in the associated basis. Moreover, this functional 
satisfies (2.5) for arbitrary A belonging to the associated basis, and hence by 
linearity for arbitrary A E &” . Hence the translation-invariant integral exists 
and is unique to within multiplication by a scalar. As(L) is odd or even as the 
dimension of V is odd or even, and hence the same is true of the translation- 
invariant integral. 1 
EXAMPLE 1. The Grassmann algebra. In this case the integral is essen- 
tially that introduced by Berezin [l]. Note that the translation-invariance 
property used here is not that of [7]. 
EXAMPLE 2. For the case when S is an inner product, then the integral is 
given by 
w(A) -= tr A,(L)A, 
where L is an orthonormal basis of V and tr denotes the unique (to within scalar 
multiplication) linear functional on -4, satisfying the tracial condition 
trAB = trBA. 
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Note that the trace, unlike w, exists even in the infinite, dimensional case; in 
this context it is the analog of a Gaussian rather than Lebesgue integral, as is 
confirmed by its role as a nondegenerate limit in the central limit theorem of 
Section 5. 
We shall say that the translation-invariant integral w on the Clifford algebra 
As has normalization determined by the basis L of V if w is the coefficient func- 
tional of A,(L) in the basis of A,(V) associated with the basis e of V obtained by 
reversing the order of the elements of L. 
hOPOSITION 2.3. Let S, , S, be symmetric bilinear forms on the jnit -dimen- 
sional real vector spaces V, , V, . Let w1 , w2 be translation-invariant integrals 
with normalizations determined by the bases L, = (x, y  ,..., x), L, = (u, v  ,..., w) on 
the Cliford algebras As, , As2 . Then w1 @ w2 0 eslss, is a translation-invariant 
integral on AsIBs, whose normalization is determined by the basis of VI @ V, 
L = ((x, O), (y, O),..., (% 01, (0, 4, (0, v) ,...! (0, 4). 
Proof, For MCL we have 
where the sum is over subsets MI of L, and Mz of L, of which at least one is 
proper if M is a proper subset of L. From this it is clear that wt @ w, 3 es,,s, 
is a multiple of the coefficient functional of As,eso(L) and hence is a translatton- 
invariant integral on As,~s, . On the other hand, we have 
ml 0 w2 0 e~,..&M~) 
= (-1) 
dim V,dim V, 
-q 0 QJz(zs, ..* xs, 0 ws, ... USJ 
= ((- l )(dim V,dim v,) 2 
) %(Xs, ... X&) W2(W& ... us,) = 1, 
hence the normalization of wr @ wp o e,I,s, is determined by L. 1 
We call the integral w1 @ w2 0 esl,s, the product integral of wr and wa . 
3. TWISTED CONVOLUTION ALGEBRAS 
Let V be a real vector space of finite, even dimension and denote by 7 the 
translation map from the Grassmann algebra &‘(V) to d(V) @ d(V). Let w 
be a translation-invariant integral on ‘d(V). As pointed out essentially by 
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Berezin [ 11, every linear functional u on d(V) can be represented uniquely in 
terms of a density D E &‘(V) as 
u(C) = w(CD). 
Let T be an element of d(V) @ zZ( V). For fixed A, B E S?(V), 
defines a linear functional (T~,~;~ on d(V). The density which represents (~~,~;r 
is called the twisted convolution of A, B with twist T and denoted by A *TW B. 
Thus, for arbitrary A, B, C e sI( V), 
w(CA +” B) = w @ w(T(C)TA @B). (3.1) 
We identify the anticommuting tensor products (& @ ~2) @ &, AQ’ @ 
(,aZ @ &‘), and & @ &’ @ .d [3]. With this identification we have 
(1 0 .)T = (7 @ 1)T (3.2) 
as is seen by comparing the action on generators of & of the two sides, both of 
which are homomorphisms from .d into & @ &’ @ ~2. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let T be an even element of & @ Oe satisfying 
(7 0 l)(T)(T 634 = (1 0 d(W 0 T). (3.3) 
Then the bilinear composition *rW given by (3.1) 2s associative. Moreover under the 
decomposition into the even and odd subspaces SF of the Grassmann algebra, the 
twisted convolution algebra (JS?, *rW) is Z,-graded. 
Proof. We establish associativity by means of the calculation valid for 
arbitrary A, B, C, D E &’ 
w[C(A +“’ (B +” D))] = w @ +(C)TA @(B +“’ D)] 
= w @ W[T(c) T(A @I)(1 @ B *#” 0)-j 
= w @ w @ w[(l @ T)(T(~)( T(A @I))}1 @ T(B @ D)] 
= w @ w 0 ~(((1 @ T) T(C))(I 0 T)(T)@ 0 I @I)(1 0 T)(I 0 B 0 D)] 
= w 0 w 0 w[((l 0 7) +C))(l 0 T)(T)(I 0 TP’ 0 B 0 41 
=~O~OW~((TO~)T(C))(TO~)(T)(TOI)(AOBOD)I 
= w 0 w 0 w[((T 0 ~)(T(C)T)(W 0 B) 0 WI 
= w @ W[T(c) T(A i.+” B) @D] = &‘((A +” B) +” D)]. 
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Since w is even, by Theorem 2.2, it is easily seen that A E ~2 is even if and only 
if w(CA) = 0 h w enever C is odd and odd if and only if w(CA) = 0 whenever C 
is even. Let C’f, AT, Br E&F. To establish the grading relation (2.1) for the 
product *rW we must show that 
w(C-A+ *rW B+), w(C-A- *rW B-), w(C+A+ *+‘B-), w(C+A- +“B+) 
are all zero. Now since the homomorphism 7 maps generators to odd elements 
of G? @ ~2, it is a graded homomorphism. Hence, since T is even, T(C+)T is 
even and 7(C-)T odd. Hence we can write 
T(C+)T = 2 (Dj+ @ Ej+ + Dj- @ E,-), 
j 
7(C-)T = c (Fj+ @ Gj- + Fj- @ Gj+), 
j 
where DiF, EjF, Fj’, GjF E sP. Hence 
w(C-A+ *rW B+) = C w @ w((Fj+ @ Gj- + Fj- @ Gi+)(A+ @ B+)) 
= 1 (w(Fj+A+) w(Gj-B+) + w(Fj-A+) w(Gj+B+)) 
j 
=o 
and similarly w(C-A- *rW B-) = 0. Again 
w(C+A+ *Ta B-) = 1 w @ w((Dj+ @ Ej+D,- @ Ej-)(A+ @ B-)) 
= 1 (w(Dj+A+) w(Ej+B-) + w(Dj-A’) u(E~-B-)) 
=o 
and similarly w(C+A- +” B+) = 0. b 
THEOREM 3.2. Let VI and V, be$nite, even-dimensioned real vector spaces and 
let V = V, @ V, . Let eO,O(Vl , V,) be the canonical isomorphism from the 
Grassmann aZgebra sZ( V) onto JZZ( V,) @ &( V,). Let w1 and w2 be translation- 
invariant integrals for &( VI) and s?( V,) and let w = w1 @ w2 0 e&V, , V,) be 
their product integral. Let Tl and Tz be even twists such that the twisted convolution 
algebras (&( VI), @), (&( V,), *y;) are associative &graded algebras under the 
decompositions of -Pa( VI), &( V,) into even and oddparts as Grassmann algebras. Let 
T = (eo.dVl~ VJ 0 eo,dV17 V2>F1 0 (1 0 0 0 l)Tl 0 T2, (3.4) 
where 0 is the exchange isomorphism from sa2( VJ @ JZ’( V,) onto @‘(V,) @ zZ( VI). 
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Then (d(V), *Tw) is an associative Z,-graded algebra under the decomposition of 
A?(V) into even and odd parts as a Grassmann algebra, and e,,J VI , V,) is an 
isomorphism from (d(V), *Tw) onto the anticommuting tensor product (&( V,), $3) 
0 (-Qz( v2>, *wT:). 
Proof. We write e for e&VI, V,) and *, *r, *s for *rw, *y;, *vi. It is 
sufficient to prove that, for arbitrary A, , Bl,Cl~~(Vl),~2,B2,C2~~(V2), 
all either even or odd, 
w(e-l(G 0 C2)(@(4 0 A2) * e-V4 0 B2))) 
= (-1) 8(A2)6(Bd w(e-‘(Cl @ C2)ec1((Al Cl Bl) @ (A, *2 B,))). (3.5) 
We write 7, 7r , and ~a for the translations maps in S!(V), &‘( VI), and &( V,), 
respectively. Then the left-hand side of (3.5) is 
w @ W[T o e-‘(Cl @ C,) Te-1(/l, @ A,) @ e-l(B, @ B,)] 
= w @ w[{(e-l @ e-l) 0 (1 @ 8 @ 1) 0 (7r @ TJ(C, @ C,)}{(e-l @ e-l) 
0 (1 0 0 0 l)(Tl 0 T2W1 0 e-W1 0 A2 0 4 0 B2))1, 
using Proposition 2.1 and (3.4) 
= (-1) *(A2)B(B~) w @ w[(e-l @ e-l) 0 (1 @ 6 @ I)({(T~ @ T~)(C, @ C,)) 
x U-1 0 TM, 0 4 0 4 0 WI> 
using the definition of 0, 
using the definition of the product integral w, 
using the relation w2 @ w1 0 f3 = wr @ w2 which holds because wr and wa are 
even, 
= (-1) G(A2’S(B1)(% @ % @ W2 8 W2)[{71(c1) @ ‘2(c2)> 
x V&% 0 B,) 0 T2b42 0 B2NI- 
using the evenness of T2 , 
= (-l)~(Az’*(B~‘(- l)81(w1 @ w1 @ w2 @ Wg)[(Tl(cl) T,A, @ BJ 
0 (‘~(~2) T2A2 0 B2)1, 
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where 6, = S[T~(C,)] S[T,A, @ BJ 
= (- 1)w~%)+% W1(CIA1 Cl Bl) w,(C,A, *2 B,) 
= (-1) %)*(4)+61 Wl @ w2(C,A1 *1 B, @ C,A, *2 B,) 
= (-1) -w)*4)+*1--62 w1 @ wz((C1 @ C&4, *1 B,) @ (A, *2 B,)), 
where 6, = S(C,) S(A, *r B,) = 6, , 
= (-l)W~‘~l’ w 0 e-l((C, @ C&4, *1 B,) @ (A, *2 El,)) 
by the definition of the product integral w. Since e-l is a homomorphism, the 
last expression is equal to the right-hand side of (3.5) as required. 1 
We call T the product twist of the twists Tl and T, . 
4. THE FOURIER TRANSFORMATION 
Let S be a symmetric bilinear form over the finite even-dimensional real 
vector space V. Let V’ be the dual space of V and, for a basis (x1 ,..., x,) of V 
let (xl,..., x”) denote the dual basis of V’. The elements 
n 
Ps = c xjs @ xj, 
j.k=l 
Qs = j,&(r, , x&j o xk 
of ds( V) @ &‘( V’) and &( V’) 0 zZ( V’) are independent of the choice of 
basis, and PI+’ = 0, Qi.” = 0. It follows that the Fourier-kernel KS and the 
associated twist T, can be defined as the finite exponential series 
KS = eeps, Ts = e-OS. 
Clearly KS is invertible and KS and T, are even. 
We shall say that S is even if, in the canonical form for the matrix of S with 
respect to a basis of V, diag(l,..., 1, - l,..., - 1,O ,..., 0), there occur even 
numbers of positive and negative terms. Clearly, this is the case if F’ is the 
underlying real space of a complex vector space U and S is the real part of a 
Hermitian symmetric sesquilinear form on U x U. 
Let w be a translation-invariant integral on ds(V). A translation-invariant 
integral W’ on &( V’) will be said to be dually normalized to w if the normalization 
of W’ is determined by a basis of V’ obtained by reversing the order of a basis 
of V’ dual to a basis of V which determines the normalization of w. The normal- 
ization of w will be said to be compatible with S if it is determined by a basis 
with respect to which the matrix of S assumes its canonical form. If  S is non- 
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singular the compatible normalization is unique to within a choice of sign; 
otherwise every normalization is compatible. 
Given w and S, we define the Fourier transformation F = FsU to be the map 
from ds( V) to &( V’) 
F:A++(w@l)K,(A@I). 
The inverse Fourier transformation fl = $rw is the map from &( V’) to &I(V) 
P: A t-+ (1 @ w’) KS1 (I, @ A), 
where W’ is the dually normalized translation-invariant integral on d(V). We 
denote by *s the twisted convolution in d(V) determined by the associated 
twist Ts . 
THEOREM 4.1. Let S be an even, symmetric bilinear form over the finite, even- 
dimensional real vector space V, and let w be a compatibly normalized translation- 
invariant integral on &s(V). Then (d(V), *s) is a Z,-graded associative algebra 
under the decomposition of the Grassmann algebra &(V’) into its even and odd 
parts, and the Fourier transformation FsW is a graded isomorphism from the Clifford 
algebra .x2’(V) onto (&( V’), cs) whose inverse is the inverse Fourier transformation 
PST 
LEMMA 4.2. Theorem 4.1 is true in the case when V is two dimensional. 
Proof. Let ( p, 9) and (u, v) be mutually dual bases of V and V’ such that 
the matrix of S with respect to ( p, 4) has one of the three possible canonical 
forms 81, where I2 is the identity matrix and 6 is 1, - 1, or 0, and the normaliza- 
tion of w and w’ are determined by ( p, n) and (v, u). The multiplication tables 
for &-( V) in the basis (I, , qs , p, , qs p,) is 
I Is 9s Ps 4sPs 
Is 
4s 
Ps 
4s Ps 
IS 
4s 
Ps 
4sPs 
4s 
SIS 
--4sPs 
-SPs 
Ps 
4sPs 
SIS 
%s 
4sPs 
SPS 
-%s 
-8ZI, 
(4.1) 
By assumption, w takes the values 0, 0, 0, and 1 on the basis elements Is , 
qs , p, , and qsps and W’ takes the values 0, 0, 0, and 1 on the elements I, u, v, 
and uv of &(V’). The Fourier-kernel and its inverse are 
Ks=Is@I-ps@u-qs@v+qsps@uv, 
KS1 =IsOI+psOu+qsOvtqsPsOuv. 
580/37/1-6 
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Hence FsW maps I, , qs , p, , and q,p, to uv, -u, v, and I and flSU maps the 
latter elements back to the former. Thus the proof of the lemma is completed 
by computing the multiplication table for *S in the basis (UV, -II, v, I) of z&‘( V,). 
To do this we note that 
Ts =I@I-6(u@u+v@v)-Sz(uv@uv) 
and that, for C = I, u, v, and uv, r(C) is given by 
I@I, u@I+I@u, v@I+I@v, uv@I$I@uv+u@v-v@u. 
Hence the corresponding values of T(C)T, are 
The values of w’(CA *S B) = W’ @ w’(~(c) TA @ B) are tabulated as follows 
A= uv -U V I 
B= uv -u v I uv -u v I uv -u v I UV -u 0 I 
C=I 1 0 0 0 0 s 0 0 0 0 s 0 0 0 0 -s2 
U 0 0 1 0 000s 1 0 0 0 0 -6 0 0 
V 0 1 1 0 1000 0 0 o-s 0 0 s 0 
UV 0 0 0 1 0010 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
A*,B=uv -u v I -u suv I 8v v -I 6uv 6u I -6v -&l -Puv 
the last row being deduced from the previous four rows and the definition of w’. 
Comparing this with (4.1) completes the proof. n 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that V = V, @ V, and S = S, @ S, where S, and S, 
are evenforms on even-dimensional spaces V, and V, . Make the canonical identijica- 
tion of V’ = (V, @ V,)’ with Vi @ Vi . Then T, is the product twist of Ts, 
and Tsl; 
I”, = eoo( Vi , Vi)-l 0 e,,( Vi , &-lo (1 0 0 0 1)7’s, 0 Ts, , (4.2) 
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where 6 is the exchange automorphism from &( Vi) @ &( Vi) onto &( Vi) @ .91( Vi), 
and 
where ~9’ is the exchange automorphism from xJ( Vi) x &“( V,) to dS( V,) x :d( Vi). 
Proof. Let (x1 , x2 ,..., x,) and ( y1 , ya ,. .., yJ be bases of V, and V, and let 
(xl, x2,.*., a?) and ( yl, y2,..., ys) be the dual bases of Vi and Vl . Then 
Qs = j,$l S,(xj >xW, 0) 0 P, 0) + $, S,(Y, ~Y~)(O,Y~) @(O,Y”) 
= (e&Vi , Vi>-l 0 e,,,(C , VP> 0 (1 0 0 0 1) 
Since Qs, @I @I commutes with I @I @ Qs, , we may exponentiate this 
expression to obtain (4.2). Equation (4.3) is proved similarly. 
LEMMA 4.4. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 4.3, u is the product integral 
w1 0 w2 0 es,.s,(V19 v2) of t ransZation-invariant integrals w1 and w2 on ds,(V,) 
and J;yl%( V,) compatibly normalized with S, and S, , and w’ is the product integral 
WI @ OJ~ 0 eO,O(Vi , Vi) of the dually normalized integrals OJ~ and W; on sZ( Vi) and 
.Q.?( Vi). Moreover 
e,dVi , Vi) oFSW = (F$O F$) 0 es,, s,( Vl , V,), (4.4) 
Proof. Choose bases L, = (x1 , x2 ,..., x,) and L, = (yl , ye ,..., yJ of V, 
and V, with respect to which the matrices of S, and S, assume their canonical 
forms. Then the basis L = ((xi , 0) ,..., (x, , 0), (0, yi) ,..., (0, yJ) of V is related 
by an even permutation to a basis of V with respect to which the matrix of S is 
canonical. I f  S is nonsingular, this basis, and hence equivalently the basis L, must 
determine the normalization of w. If  S is singular, at least one of S, and S, , say, 
S, is singular. Hence x, may be replaced by olx, , where oi is a nonzero scalar 
without affecting the canonicity of the matrix of S, in the basis (x1 ,..., CUX,). By 
appropriate choice of 01 it is clear that the basis ((xi , O),..., a(~,. , 0), (0,~~) .‘. 
(0, yJ) of V can be made to determine the normalization of w. Hence we may 
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assume without loss of generality that L determines the normalization of W. 
But then by Proposition 2.3, w is the product integral of translation-invariant 
integrals wI and w2 whose normalizations are determined by L, and L, and which 
are thus compatibly normalized with A’, and S . 
Let Ll = (xl,..., xr) and L6 = (yl,..., y”) be the bases dual to& and L, . Then 
((xl, 0) ,..., (xr, O), (0, yl),..., (0, y”)) is th e b asis L’ dual to L. Hence the normaliza- 
tions of W’ is determined by 
L’ = ((0, y”) )...) (0, yy, (xr, 0) )..., (xl, O)), 
that is, it is (- l)(~k~)(r+~-l)/Z t imes the normalization determined by L’. Hence 
by Proposition 2.3, w’ is (-l)(rU-s)(r+s-l)lz times the product integral of the 
translation-invariant integrals on .GS!( Vi) and &( Vi) with normalizations deter- 
mined by the bases Li and LL , hence (- 1) (vtS)(T, s-1~/2(~~)-~~r-1~/2(~~)-s~s-1~~4 
times the product integral of WI and CO; . Since r and s are even 
(--I) (r+S)(V- s~1)/2(_])r(r~1)/2(_l)s(s~1)/2 = (-1)'" = * 
and so w’ = CO; @ OJ~ 0 e,,, (5’; , Vi) as asserted. 
To prove (4.4), let A, E dssl( V,) and A, E 5;4,2( V2). Then 
using the first part of the Lemma and (4.3), 
since e&V; , V&r1 = I, 
since KS, is even, 
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Since the eigenvalues of Z$n := P,T,: X, -+ X, coincide with the first n 
eigenvalues of T, an application of (1.3) yields 
( A,( T)J nllp < (dl/Vl~el/~) r2 0 A( F,J 
< (d1/2c1/qe11p) n2(Pn) A( T,) 
< (d112c1Jqelip) N2A( T). 
Hence for any n E N, 
1 X,(T)1 &q < (d112cWO) A(T), 
i.e. the eigenvalues of TE ad(X) decrease of order n-r/q. 1 
Proof of theorem 1. The proof of theorem 1 follows immediately from 
lemmas 1 and 3, using for 02 the ideal wq,2 and c = d = 2, so that the resulting 
constant is (2e)rl” < 2e. By Maurey-Pelczynski [2O], any T E Ll,,,(x) has 
some power T” which is compact, hence the spectrum of T-except possibly 
zero-consists of eigenvalues of finite multiplicity only. 1 
The following example due to G. Pisier shows that the result of theorem 1 
is optimal, i.e. that in general the eigenvalues of (4,2)-summing operators 
are not qth power summable for 2 < 4 < CO but just of order n-l/q. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let J2 _C RN be bounded and L,,, = Lq,JQ) be the Lorentz 
space. It follows from theorems of Maurey that any operator from C into 
L is (Q, r)-absolutely summing if 4 > 2 and 4 > Y (in particular (4,2)- 
s&ning). Indeed, Prop. 3 of Exp. XII.15 [19] states that &JC,L,,,) = 
I7,JC,L,,,) for any Y < Q, and theorem 2 of Exp. XXIV.XXV.lC16 [19] 
together with the Corollaire and Remarque 2 guarantees that the identity 
map on Lq,l is (q, I)-absolutely summing. Hence 
(1.4) 
We only want to use that the formal identity map I: C -+ L,,1 is (n, r)-summing. ’ 
We give a simple direct proof of this fact which also yields an estimate for 
T~,~(I): Let 0 < 0 < 1 be such that I/q = (1 - c?)/Y. Then by interpolation, 
llf l/(1,1 G C,,T Ilf II:-“llf 11: ? f EL * 
In fact, one can show c,,, < 2$lQ’((r - l)/(q - y))+l)/‘J. Let fi E C be such 
that .+(f*) = 1. Then 
(C Ilf< llZ.l)l’q S ca 7 (C llh 16 llfi l12)l’a 
I c 
G c,., T llft II: 
( ) 
u-e)‘r “UP Ilh IL - 
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The question of the convergence of cr(“) as n increases is thus related to the 
central limit theorem. Forms of the central limit theorem for Clifford algebras 
and related questions have been considered in [S, 10, 151; in [8, IO] analogs of 
cumulants are used and a combinatorial proof that these are additive for in- 
dependent summands is required; a direct combinatorial argument is given in 
[15]. We shall now show that the Fourier transformation is a natural tool in 
this context, providing noncombinatorial proofs of the central limit theorem 
(and implicitly of the cumulant identities of [8, lo]), just as in the cases of 
classical probability theory and of the central limit theorem for summands 
satisfying Heisenberg-Weyl commutation relations [4]. 
We assume that V is of finite, even dimension and that S is even. Let w be a 
translation-invariant integral normalized compatibly with S. We define the 
characteristic element f of u to be the “Fourier-Stieltjes transform” in &( V’) 
where KS is the Fourier kernel. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. The characteristic element f tn) of o(“) is related to f by 
ftn) = %(f “1, 
where 7% is the automorphism of the Grassmann algebra L&‘( V’) which maps each 
generator x to n-1/2x. 
Proof. Let (x, y  ,..., z) and (x’, y  ,..., x’) be mutually dual bases of V and V’ 
so that KS = e’s where 
Ps =x,@x’+...+z,@z’. 
The elements of &s @ ..* @ JZZ~ @ dO(V’) 
commute for differentj, hence 
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where Bin) is the automorphism of SIZE’ which maps A, @ ... @ Aj @ ... @ A, 
with A, and A, both odd or even to (-I)8(Aj)B’A*) A, @ .*. @A, @ ... @ A,. 
Hence, we have 
f(n) = (4%) @ l)(K,) 
= (CT @ .*. @ (2 0 Ln) (g l(K,) 
= (u @ ... @ ‘if @ 1) 0 (6% @ I)(&) 
[ 
h-1) 
==qn (u&J...@ u @l)qrr@l@-~&@l) 
Now 
Hence 
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Hence 
Repeating the argument n - 1 times we obtain f(@ = (~,(f))~ = q%(f”). 1 
The pointwise convergence of the sequence of states atn) can now be in- 
vestigated by considering the convergence of the corresponding characteristic 
elements fen) in the vector topology of the finite-dimensional space &( V’). We 
denote by ~‘8~ the ideal in &( V’) generated by monomials of degree n in the 
generators, and write 
f  = (u @ l)(K,) = (u @ l)(& @I0 - P, + P,2/2! - sm.) 
= 10 + g, 
where g E 9r . Since (%Qdim ~+l = 0 it follows that 
log f = g - g2/2 + ... - gd’m v’ldim V’ 
is well defined, as is 
kf’“’ = aid%) 
= %(l%( f “1) 
= qn logf. 
We write g = g, + h, = g, + g, + h, where h, E B2 , h, E L& and g, and g, 
are linear and quadratic in the generators. Then 
logf’“’ = n~n(logf) 
= qn(g - 8g2 + *-) 
= n1J2gl + g, - it& + Rn > 
where R, --+ 0 as n - co. From this it is clear that logf(la), and hence alsof(@ 
and o(n) converge if and only if g, = 0, that is, D vanishes on the generators 
of .J# V), and that if this is the case, u(“) converges to the state a, whose charac- 
teristic element is ePM2 . 
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In the case when S is an inner product, we note that the tracial state is a limit 
state corresponding to g, = 0 since the corresponding characteristic element is 
(tr @ l)K, = &. 
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